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1. Document scope
This document describes the process for generating the DNG noise model for a given camera
model, using the 
dng_noise_model.py
script (which builds on the ITS infrastructure). The
output of this test is a C code snippet than can be cutandpasted into the camera HAL for a
device; note that this is a permodel set of parameters, not a perunit set.

2. Running the test
2.1. Physical setup
This script works by capturing a series of images at varying gains and exposure times. The
images should contain as little real image content as possible. To ensure best results, use
several methods of filtering out real image content:
●

●

Point the camera at a reasonably evenly illuminated flat featureless surface such as a
wall (doesn’t need to be perfectly uniformly lit, a slow brightness gradient across the
image is OK).
Use a diffuser in front of the lens (a simple technique is to just put scotch tape over the
lens).

Additionally, there are some constraints on the illumination level of the scene. The script needs
to capture a large series of images over a wide range of exposures. The scene illumination level
should remain constant throughout this process.

Here is an example of an image captured from a device ready to run the script. The soft
changes in illumination are acceptable:

2.2. Invoking the script
Once the ITS environment is set up, the following command runs the script:
python tests/dng_noise_model/dng_noise_model.py
This captures several raw images from the device, copies them back to the host machine, and
performs some analysis.

2.3. Script output
2.3.1. Plots
The script outputs several plots which should be inspected to ensure that it ran without
problems.

The first set of images is 
dng_noise_model_samples_iso<N>.png
, where N is the ISO.
There should be a series of images for N ranging from the minimum to the maximum sensitivity.
Each image shows a plot of a samples for the sensitivity, and two fit lines. Here is an example:

The samples are colored according to which exposure the sample was taken from. The linear fit
is a linear regression of the samples in this plot, and the model fit line is the global noise model
applied to this particular ISO. If the noise model describes the noise well, these two lines should
be similar.
dng_noise_model.png
shows the two components of the noise model for a given ISO (S
and O), both as measured from the images, and predicted by the noise model. These two series
should match closely, as in the following image:

2.3.2. Code snippet
The test also prints some code to the console, which will look like the following:
/* Generated test code to dump a table of data for external validation
* of the noise model parameters.
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <assert.h>
double compute_noise_model_entry_S(int sens);
double compute_noise_model_entry_O(int sens);
int main(void) {
int sens;
for (sens = 40; sens <= 4000; sens += 100) {
double o = compute_noise_model_entry_O(sens);
double s = compute_noise_model_entry_S(sens);
printf("%d,%lf,%lf\n", sens, o, s);
}
return 0;
}

/* Generated functions to map a given sensitivity to the O and S noise
* model parameters in the DNG noise model.
*/
double compute_noise_model_entry_S(int sens) {
double s = 4.266115e06 * sens + 4.764649e05;
return s < 0.0 ? 0.0 : s;
}
double compute_noise_model_entry_O(int sens) {
double digital_gain = (sens / 320.0) < 1.0 ? 1.0 : (sens / 320.0);
double o = 6.396835e11 * sens * sens
+ 1.902269e06 * digital_gain * digital_gain;
return o < 0.0 ? 0.0 : o;
}

The entire code snippet can be pasted into a C file, compiled, and executed, and it will dump
data that can be used to visualize the generated model by plotting it (for example using a
Google Docs spreadsheet).
The bolded portion of the C code output can be used in the camera HAL to generate the O,S
model parameters for any given sensitivity. The generated code can of course be modified as
appropriate to fit within the camera HAL’s code style and other requirements.

3. External validation of the DNG noise model
Once a device is up and running with the camera HAL producing the O,S model parameters
with each raw shot, one of the automated ITS tests can be used to validate that it’s working as
expected. This is a “scene 1” ITS test, meaning that it assumes a simple grey card inside a light
box as the test scene. The test can be run manually as follows:
python tests/scene1/test_dng_noise_model.py
The output of this test (aside from an automated pass/fail check) is a plot,
test_dng_noise_model_plot.png
, which depicts the measured variance of a center patch
of the grey card in raw shots captured over a range of sensitivities, and compares these values
with the variance that is expected at each sensitivity by the DNG noise model in the camera
HAL (based on the O,S parameters returned in the capture result objects). A successful run will

look as follows:

